[THE DEVICE REGISTRATION OF IMMUNE CHROMATOGRAPHIC EXPRESS-TESTS].
The development of sector of "fast-testing" i.e. test-systems permitting carrying out analysis during home visit of doctor or at primary examination of patient without any additional devices and reagents is predominant tendency in international practice. The immunochromatography is an effective technical solution in out-laboratory diagnostic, which nowadays is actively applied in controlling hundreds of diagnostically significant markers of infectious diseases, metabolic and functional disorders. However, common immunochromatography is focused on qualitative visual evaluation of results of study i.e. conclusion on presence or absence of coloration of particular zones of test-band. Therefore, the technical solutions retaining such merits of immunochromatography as expressness and technical simplicity and at the same time providing objectivity of diagnostic and increasing its informativeness are extremely in demand. The review considers main methodical solutions and tendencies of their practical implementation targeted at device documentation, processing and interpretation of results of immunochromatography analysis. The optical systems of registration in visible area of spectrum dominating in assortment of modern detectors are presented. The new solutions oriented on working with fluorescent, magnetic and electroconductive markers are presented too. The perspectives of further development of this direction are characterized including application as detectors of domestic communication devices and formation of cloud data bases for storage and processing of information concerning results of examinations.